
Deciding what to watch



a) local/ national/ 
international news

b) interviews
c) weather reports
d) documentaries
e) music
f) chat shows
g) advertisements

TV provides us with…



What do you like watching on TV?



Local news
National news
International news
Weather report
Sports programme
Documentary

Interview
Quiz show
Talk show
Chat show
Music show
Reality show
Cookery programme

Sitcom (situation comedy)
TV series
TV drama
Soap opera

TV programmes
Informative Interactive

Entertaining



cartoon – talent show – sports programme – wildlife documentary – film –  
             the news – quiz show – weather forecast – music programme – commercial 

На сладующем слайде подписываем 
картинку с названием жанра 

передачи



 

– talk show  – reality show

?



Какие предложения можно отнести к 
ответам : watch (S), agree (A), disagree (D) 

1. Can’t we watch the news?
2. Do you fancy watching it?
3. Oh no, I hate reality shows.
4. Oh no, not that!
5. Well, I suppose so.
6. Do you want to watch that new reality show?
7. Shall we watch that too?  
8. Sure, I really like documentaries.
9. Actually, I’d rather watch the other channel.



Which sentences suggest an idea about what to 
watch (S), agree (A), disagree (D) 

1. Can’t we watch the news?
2. Do you fancy watching it?
3. Oh no, I hate reality shows.
4. Oh no, not that!
5. Well, I suppose so.
6. Do you want to watch that new reality show?
7. Shall we watch that too?  
8. Sure, I really like documentaries.
9. Actually, I’d rather watch the other channel.



Dialogue 1

A: Hey, … !
Do you want to watch that new … ?
B: Oh, no, … . I hate … . 
Can’t we watch the … ?
A: I suppose so. 
What channel is it on?
B: Channel … .



Dialogue 2
A: … , there’s a documentary about 
... on TV. Do you fancy watching it?
B: Sure, … . I really like … . 
A: There’s a … on after.
Shall we watch that too?
B: Actually, I’d rather watch 
Channel … .
A: Why? What’s on?
B: … , my favourite … .
A: Oh, no, not that!



Word formation - ADJECTIVES

enjoy + -able = enjoyable приятный
differ + -ent = different разный
believe+ -able = believable правдоподобный
insist + -ent = insistent      настойчивый
consider + -able = considerable значительный
sense + -ible = sensible разумный 



Провести опрос среди группы и 
написать вывод.

1. How often do you watch TV? 

2. What kind of TV programs do 
you like to watch? 

3. You can improve your English by 
watching TV. Do you agree? 

Explain.


